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Chapterr  7 

Spinn Hamiltonian for  the substitutional negative 
platinumm ion in silicon 

Abstract t 

AnAn analysis is presented of the Zeeman splitting of the substitutional negative platinum ion in 

silicon,silicon, Si:(Ptsubst)~. The center has orthorhombic-II symmetry and is observed in electron 

paramagneticparamagnetic resonance with a g tensor with the principal values g[jj,oj  = 1.3867, g[i,-i,oi  = 

1.4266,1.4266, and gio.ojj = 2.0789. Specific attention is given to the signs of the principal g values, in 

particularparticular their mutual relation. In addition to the normally practized analytical methods treating 

thethe magnetic energy as a small perturbation on crystal-field and spin-orbit levels, an analysis is 

mademade by an entirely numerical method. In this latter method all levels as split under the action of 

thethe magnetic field are considered separately. The method is non-perturbative, differs substantially 

fromfrom the standard analytical technique, and allows the computation of g values for arbitrary values 

ofof the relevant parameters. A full confirmation is found of an earlier analysis presented by 

AmmerlaanAmmerlaan and van Oosten [Physica Scripta T 25, 342 (1989)1. Hyperfine interactions with the 

platinumplatinum ion, also known from experiment, are subsequently discussed, with some emphasis on the 

compatibilitycompatibility of optimum parameters for the g and A tensors. At several instances discrepancies 

areare encountered with publications on the same paramagnetic center by Anderson, Ham, and 

WatkinsWatkins [Phys. Rev. B 45, 3287 (1992)] and Watkins and Williams [Phys. Rev. B 52, 16575 

(1995)]. (1995)]. 
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7.11 Introductio n 

Overr the last fifty  years detailed investigations have been performed on semiconductors 

dopedd with transition metal impurities. An obvious motivation stems from the application of such 

impurities,, ranging from their ability to act as efficient carrier recombination centers at low doping 

too the growth of magnetic semiconductors at high concentration. An interest from the more 

fundamentall  side of solid state science is fed by the specific electronic structures related to 

transitionn metals in semiconductors. In the classical semiconductor binding between atoms is made 

byy s and p electrons in outermost shells of the atoms, in silicon, for instance, by overlap of 3s and 

3pp electrons. By the formation of bonding orbitals with lower-lying energy levels and antibonding 

statess at higher energy, energy gaps are formed which are the characteristic feature of a 

semiconductor.. In contrast, much of the specific electronic and magnetic properties of transition 

metalss derives from the unpaired electrons in partially filled inner electron shells. As a result the 

incorporationn of transition metals in semiconductor crystals is a far from trivial problem, not to be 

treatedd by perturbation methods. Such behavior is clearly confirmed by the formation of very 

localizedd impurity states with energy levels deep in thee band gap of the semiconductor. The present 

chapterr deals with a well-studied example of such a system, the platinum impurity in silicon. The 

electronicc structure of the center is illustrated by figure 7.1. The substitutional center can be 

thoughtt to be formed by the implantation of the impurity on the empty lattice site of a silicon 

vacancy.. The neutral vacancy accommodates its four electrons on dangling bond orbitals on levels 

withh a and t2 cubic symmetry character, as indicated. The ten d electrons of a neutral platinum 

atom,, with an atomic 5d96s configuration, occupy all levels of e and t2 symmetry in the crystal. 

Interactionn between the t2 states on the vacancy and the transition metal forms lower-lying bonding 

statess and higher-lying antibonding states, also as indicated in figure 7.1. In the singly negative 

chargee state three electrons will populate this latter state, which has its energy in the band gap of 

silicon.. Hybridized wave functions can be written for the triplet states as (ftOhyb = A/foOvac + W(fci)pt, 

withh i - x, y, z, and normalized by A/2 + N2 = 1. The threefold orbital degeneracy of the h state 
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resultss in Jahn-Teller distortion lowering the symmetry to orthorhombic-II. By several experiments 

usingg electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) the center was unambiguously identified and 

characterizedd in great detail. The main parameters are effective electron spin J = 1/2 and an 

orthorhombicc g tensor with the principal values g[um = 1.3867  0.0002, g[i,-i,o] = 1.4266  0.0001, 

andd g[o,o,ij = 2.0789 + 0.0001 [7.1]. In the vacancy model it is argued that the electron will be 

localizedd primarily on the vacancy orbitals providing a common basis for a similar electronic 

structuree of the negative Pt impurity and the negative vacancy [7.2]. Indeed, both centers assume 

thee same orthorhombic symmetry. It should be noted, however, that the g tensor of the negative 

vacancy,, with gnxo] = 2.0028, gnAm = 2.0151, and g[0,o,i] = 2.0038 [7.3], differs greatly from that 

off  platinum. Similar impurity-dependent deviations do also exist for other isoelectronic transition 
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Fig.Fig. 7.1. Energy level diagram with electron populations of (a) neutral Pt, (b) the negative 

substitutionalsubstitutional platinum center, (c) the neutral vacancy, (d) the negative vacancy in silicon. 
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metals,, such as Si:(PdSUbst) [7.1] and Si:(AuSUbst)° [7.4]. This all suggests a significant influence of 

thee transition metal. An analysis of the g tensor is therefore of considerable interest. 

7.22 Previous analyses 

AA suitable starting point for the g-tensor analysis is formed by the electronic structure model 

shownn in figure 1(b) with the active 2T] state in the silicon band gap. The orbitals belonging to this 

statee are three hybridized platinum/vacancy orbitals (fcOhyb = Af(/2i)vac + N(t2\)pt, which transform as 

xy,xy, yz, and zx. The state can be described as an orbital triplet with L = 1 momentum operator and an 

appropriatee mixed orbital g factor. The spin due to the unpaired electron in the state equals 5=1/2 

withh the g factor gs = + 2. 

Ann analysis on this basis was presented by Ammerlaan and van Oosten [7.5], further 

referredd to as AvO. A coordinate system was chosen along the three mutually perpendicular 

principall  axes of the orthorhombic center as x II  [1,1,0], y II  [1,-1,0], and z II  [0,0,1], In the low 

symmetryy of the center the triple orbital degeneracy is fully lifted and three Kramers twofold 

degeneratee states will remain. Wave functions for the doublets n = 1,2, and 3 were written as 

l+l/2>> = + anl-0x,+l/2> + W+i<Z>y,+l/2> + cnl+<2>z,-l/2>, (7.1a) 

l-l/2>> = + önl+^x-l/2> + ba\+\<P y,-\l2> + cn\+0z,+m>. (7.1b) 

Too account for the observed symmetry of the center tetragonal and orthorhombic fields were 

introduced,, respectively, by 

flfl IeIe = +4e(2/3-Lz
2) (7.2) 

and d 
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Hn^Hn  ̂ + AM^-L?). (7.3) 

Inn addition a spin-orbit interaction 

//soo = + A'L-S (7.4) 

wass included. Spin-orbit interaction will only be significant near the heavy platinum nucleus, 

parameterr i ' acts as an effective spin-orbit interaction constant. Energies and wave functions were 

foundd by solving the eigenvalue equation for the Hamiltonian 

HH = Hso + Hxe + Hor. (7.5) 

Thee Zeeman splitting of the doublets in a magnetic field represented by the Hamiltonian 

HHm(m( = + ^ B B - S + gi/feB-L (7.6) 

wass derived by perturbation theory. Parameter gL represents the effective orbital splitting factor. 

Thee result obtained for the g tensors of the three doublets was given as 

gxxx = (+ fln2 - b2 - ca
2)ge + 4bnc„gL, (7.7a) 

gyygyy = (- an
2 + b2 - cn

2)ge + 4cnfln£L, (7.7b) 

gzzz = (- a2 - b2 + cn
2)ge + k ^ L , (7.7c) 

withh gc= 2 substituted instead of the more precise ge = 2.0023. In this AvO treatment the wave 

functionss and g-tensor components are given in a form adjusted to the orthorhombic symmetry. 
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Reflectingg the equivalence of axes, the cyclic permutation JC —> y — z — * is accompanied by a„  —

KK  c„  —  an and gxx  gyy -> gzz -»  gXx-

Inn the analysis presented by Andersen, Ham, and Watkins [7.6], referred to as AHW, axes 

weree spec ified as a II [ 1,1,0], fi II  [ 1,-1,0], and C, II [0,0,1 ]. Conjugate wave functions for the doublet 

(H,H*)(H,H*)  were written as 

\H>\H>  = + u(la,+l/2>-ilA+l/2>)W2 + v(la,+l/2>+il£+l/2>W2 + HC-1 /2>, (7.8a) 

\H*>\H*>  = +  «(la,-l/2>+il#-l/2>)A/2 + v(l«,-l/2>-il#-l/2>)/V2 - wlC+l/2>. (7.8b) 

Expressionss for the principal values of the g tensor were given as 

Sxxx = ge(2uv - w2) - gi2^2.(u - v)w, (7.9a) 

gyygyy = ge(2uv + w2) + gL2^2.(« + v)w, (7.9b) 

gzzz = ge( 1 - 2VV2) - 2gL{u
2 - v2). (7.9c) 

Thesee expressions are given in a form, which matches the near-axial symmetry of the platinum 

center.. Basis functions belong to a L = 1 formalism with mL = - 1, +1, and 0, respectively. The g 

valuee gzz is intended for the near-axial direction, whereas gxx ~ gyy are meant for the perpendicular 

directions. . 

Havingg an identical basis, one expects a full equivalence between the two sets of equations. 

Thee only difference is in the choice of a set of basis functions, which, however, are linearly 

dependent.. Applying substitutions a = (u + v)/\2, b = (u- v)N2 and c - - w one obtains the AHW 

wavee functions from the AvO basis set, except for a physically irrelevant phase factor. Much the 

samee happens for the g value expressions. Equal results are obtained, except for a difference in sign 
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forr gyy and gzz. As such a difference is of physical importance, this discrepancy must be considered 

inn more detail. 

7.33 Sign of g values 

Usuallyy not a great deal of attention is given to the sign of g values. The practical 

explanationn for this neglect stems from the fact that signs cannot be determined in the way a 

standardd EPR experiment is performed. When the magnetic field is at angles a\, 0:2, and 0C3 with the 

principall  axes of a g tensor, the measured effective g value is given by g = [(gi2cos2ai + g22cos2ot2 + 

22 2 1/2 

g33 cos Oi\ , hiding all information on the sign of principal values g\, g2, and #3. In the analysis of 

experimentall  data the g value is calculated applying the resonance condition hv = gn&By which 

givess g as positive quantity (h = Planck constant, //B = Bohr magneton, v = microwave frequency, B 

== magnetic field at resonance). Therefore g values are commonly given as positive numbers, in a 

naturall  agreement with the g value ge = + 2.0023 of the free electron. Also in a theoretical treatment 

thee sign of the g value remains easily unknown. The g value is obtained from the Zeeman splitting 

off  a level in a magnetic field. Without a proper spin classification of the upper and lower energy 

levelss it is not known whether the energy difference is to be taken as positive or negative. 

Accordingg to its definition the g tensor transforms the angular momentum J of a spin 

systemm into its magnetic momentum ji. This is expressed by u = - g-J, the minus sign being 

introducedd to account for the negative electron charge. In the principal directions J and \i will have 

aa common axis and the g value becomes a scalar proportionality factor. One concludes that g values 

wil ll  be positive when J and \i are anti-parallel, negative for momenta in the same direction. 

Thee present case of platinum is special due to the effective negative orbital momentum 

associatedd with the platinum orbitals. The magnetic momentum is composed from orbital 

contributionss with the effective g value gh and spin contributions with gs = +2. In cases of strong 

tetragonall  or orthorhombic fields, the orbital momentum may be effectively quenched, with the 

remainingg pure spin magnetism described by a positive g value. In a weak crystal field the g value 
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cann be negative as the orbital contribution can dominate. Signs of g values therefore depend on the 

crystall  fields present. It is not possible to give a simple general statement on its sign. As an 

examplee we may consider the system in the basis state (la,+l/2>-il/?,+l/2>)/V2. The angular 

momentaa in the z direction will be <LZ>  = - 1, <SZ> = + (1/2), <JZ> = <LZ> + <SZ> = - (1/2). The 

correspondingg magnetic momenta will be <^LZ> = + gL, <^SZ> = - (l/2)ge, <#rz> = <#Lz> + <^sz> = 

++ £L - (l/2)ge. The resulting g value gz - - <fi^z>l<J z>  = - ge + 2gL cannot be positive. For the 

systemm in basis state (la,+l/2>+il#+l/2>)/V2, <LZ> = + 1, <SZ> = + (1/2), <JZ>  = + (3/2), <pLz> = -

gt,gt, <f*sz> - - (l/2)ge, < ĵZ> = - gi - (l/2)ge and gz - + (l/3)ge + (2/3)gL will again depend on the 

orbitall  g factor, but will be positive. Finally in the state of the third basis function l£-l/2> one has 

<LZ>> = 0, <SZ> = - (1/2), <JZ> = - (1/2), <fi Lz>  = 0, <^sz> = + (l/2)ge, S«jz> = + (l/2)ge and the g 

valuee gz = + ge is therefore positive. For a general wave function as given by Eq. 7.8a the g value 

wil ll  follow from the wave function coefficients u, v v and w, which depend on crystal fields and spin-

orbitt interaction. This is found by solving the Schrödinger equation of the system. 

<H\H\H> <H\H\H> 

<H*\H\H*> <H*\H\H*> 

(<a,+l/2l+i<#+l/2lW2 2 

(<a,-l/2l-- i<^,-l/2l)/V2 

(<a,+l/2l-i<#+l/2l)W2 2 

(<a,-l/2l++ i<#-l/2l)/V2 

+<,-l/2l l 

^£+1/21 1 

(la,+l/2>-i[#+l/2>W2 2 

(la,-l/2>+il#-l/2>)W2 2 

-{\ll)X-{m)A-{\ll)X-{m)Axt xt 

-dor -dor 

++ (l/2)V2i' 

(la,+l/2>+ilyff,+l/2>)W2 2 

(la,-l/2>-il#-l/2>)/V2 2 

-AT -AT 

++ (l/2)A'-(l/3He 

0 0 

+l(T,-l/2> > 

-IC+l/2> > 

++ (l/2)V2i' 

0 0 

++ (2/3)4e 
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Evenn though easy general statements on the signs cannot be given, one can still check the 

internall  consistency of the equations in the existing orthorhombic symmetry of the center. The 

discussionn of these relations is based on the quantum mechanical description of the system 

expressedd by the interaction matrices <H\H\H>  and <H*\H\H*>,  given as Eq. 7.10, of the spin-orbit 

andd crystal-field Hamiltonian H = //so + Hte + Hm on the basis of the doublets states as given in Eqs 

7.8a,b.. As we wish to comment on the AHW analysis the nomenclature of that paper is retained. 

Havingg solved for the energies E, the wave function coefficients u, v, and w are obtained by solving 

thee secular equations: 

[-- (1/2)A'- (l/3)zfte-E]u-A„ v + (l/2)V2.iV= 0, (7.1 la) 

-- A„u + [+  (1/2M' - (l/3He - E]v = 0, (7.1 lb) 

++ (1/2)V2JI'M + [+ (2/3)Jte - E]w = 0. (7.1 lc) 

Ass a first test, the effect of a different orthorhombic field chosen as A  ̂ = - Aa can be 

considered.. This operation does not change the energies. Inspection of Hamiltonian Eq. 7.3 shows 

thatt it corresponds to an interchange of the x and y directions. Inspection of the secular equations 

7.111 a and 7.11b shows that it results in the change of sign of coefficient v: v' = - v. Substitution into 

equationss 7.9a and 7.9b leads to the inconsistencies gxx' = - gyy and gyy = - gxx. This can be 

remediedd by changing the sign of either the expressions 7.9a or 7.9b. A similar operation resulting 

inn an interchange of x and z directions leads to the conclusion that also expressions 7.9a and 7.9c 

havee an inconsistency in their mutual signs. Finally, the operation interchanging y and z directions 

confirmss the mutually consistent signs of equations 7.9b and 7.9c. The total correction to be applied 

involvess a change of sign in the two equations 7.9b and 7.9c. The modified equations are 

gxxx = + ge(+ 2uv - w2) - £L2V2.(M - v)w, (7.12a) 
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gyygyy = +  Se(- 2uv - w2) - gL2^2.(u + v)w, (7.12b) 

and d 

gz*gz* = + &( - 1 + 2w2) + 2gL(u
2 - v2). (7.12c) 

Onee notes that after their modification the AHW equations have become fully identical to the AvO 

formula.. In the AvO formula no inconsistency was to be expected as the equations have the proper 

formm to satisfy the requirements following from a cyclic permutation of coordinate axes. 

Inn their paper AHW refer to an early analysis by Bleaney and O'Brien on an equivalent 

orbitall  triplet spin system and in which the same expressions for the g values were derived as the 

modifiedd AHW equations [7.12]. AHW then argue that a change in signs for gyy and gzz must be 

introducedd in order to avoid the inconvenience of having gXx ~ - gyy in the nearly axial case. 

However,, as the g values, including their signs, are dictated by the physics of the spin system, there 

appearss to be no liberty for arbitrary choices of sign. Further in this analysis the results will indicate 

thatt by the change of signs of gyy and gzz AHW have just introduced the inconvenience, which they 

intendedd to avoid. 

7.44 Axial symmetry 

Thee negative platinum ion is isoelectronic to the neutral gold center and is expected to have 

aa similar electronic structure. The negative vacancy has been treated as to assume its orthorhombic 

structuree by the Jahn-Teller distortion following the addition of two electrons to the positive 

vacancy.. Both V+ and Au° have the axial tetragonal symmetry. This more special case is therefore 

treatedd first, both in the AvO and AHW papers, preceding the discussion of the lower-symmetry 

orthorhombicc case. Tetragonal symmetry has fewer parameters and lends itself to systematic 

completee analytical analysis. 
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Thee most straightforward and physically most meaningful way to introduce tetragonal 

symmetryy is by putting Aw = 0 in the defect Hamiltonian, Eqs 7.3 and 7.5. Solving the secular 

equationss for this case one finds u £ 0, v = 0, w f 0. Ensuring normalization one can put u - cosO, 

ww = sinO and obtains, using Eqs. 7.12, 

gitgit = giz = - £ecos20 + 2gLcos26>, (7.13a) 

gii  = g**  = gyy = - £esin26> - gLV2.sin20. (7.13b) 

Thesee are the expressions as given in the previous AvO analysis. Elimination of 0 from equations 

7.13aa and 7.13b yields a relation between gn and gi. Figure 7.2(a) shows the graphical relationship 

calculatedd with gt = 2.0023 and still with gL in the range - 1 < gh < 0 as a parameter. 

Ann alternative way of introducing axial symmetry is by imposing the condition gxx = gyy in 

thee general orthorhombic equations. Taking the AHW expressions Eqs 7.9 one obtains the axial 

resultt by requiring w = 0. With u - cosö and v = sin0 the g-tensor principal values become 

gngn = gzz = ge- 2gLcos26», (7.14a) 

gxgx = gxx = gyy = gesin20. (7.14b) 

Thiss is the result as put forward in the AHW paper for axial symmetry. The graphical illustration is 

givenn in figure 7.2(b). Comparison of the figure 7.2(a) and 7.2(b) panels demonstrates the 

inconsistencyy of the two solutions. In trying to understand the discrepancy one notes that the 

solutionn u  0, v f 0, w = 0, which is at the basis of figure 7.2(b), is incompatible with secular 

equationn 7.1 lc. Condition w = 0 forces u = 0, and v = 1 and gives a g tensor with gn = - ge - Ig^ 

andd gx = 0. The result is equal to the solution as given by AvO for their doublet labeled n = 3, 

whichh was not further considered as it is inapplicable to the g tensor of platinum. Condition g^ = 
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PtLi 33 PtH3 

- 2 --

Fig.Fig. 7.2. (a) Relation between the parallel and perpendicular components g//and  of the axial g 

tensor,tensor, for the AvO model. Curves calculated by equations 7.13 of the text for some values of the 

orbitalorbital g factor gi_ in the range - 1 < gL <0. Experimental data for Pt and the Pt-related centers 

PtLi}PtLi}  and PtHj are included in the diagram, (b) Similar relation calculated by the AHW equations 

7.14. 7.14. 
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gyygyy applied to the sign-corrected AHW equations 7.12 is satisfied for v = 0 and reproduces 

equationss 7.13, as derived above based on condition Aw = 0. The seemingly innocent sign 

correctionn in the g value expressions has led to an essentially different result. Equations 7.13 were 

derivedd on a quantum mechanical foundation. Equations 7.14 lack such a basis, actually they are in 

conflictt with requirements of quantum mechanics, and are only valid for  = 0. It must be noted as 

welll  that equations 7.14 form an important element in a paper presenting application of the vacancy 

modell  to some other substitutional transition metal impurities in silicon [7.8]. 

Platinum-relatedd centers with an axial symmetry have been observed by electron 

paramagneticc resonance. A center identified as a PtLi3 complex has the <lll>-axial trigonal 

symmetryy and a g tensor with g„  = 1.898 and gj_ = 2.165 [7.9]. An other center, for which the PtH3 

structuree was proposed, is also trigonal with g tensor gn = 1.9673 and  = 2.1570 [7.10]. The data 

pointss are entered in figures 7.2(a,b). For the first center the analysis was made with, independently 

derived,, equations identical to Eqs 7.13 [7.11]. It is immediately clear that g tensors with  > 2 

aree outside the range of values compatible with Eqs 7.14. 

7.55 Isotropic symmetry 

Forr a further verification of the validity of the derived formula it is instructive to also 

considerr the special case of isotropic symmetry. This case can be introduced by the conditions Ate = 

AAww = 0. In the absence of crystal fields, in the isotropic space, there will be no quenching of orbital 

momentum,, which makes the results on angular momentum predictable. The isotropic g tensor can 

alsoo be derived by imposing the condition g„  = gyy = g  ̂ on the AvO equations 7.12. Both methods 

havee the solution u~ + (1/3)V6, v = 0, and w = - (1/3)V3. The corresponding g value is 

gisoo = -(l/3)ge + (4/3)gL. (7.15) 

Onee easily confirms that the result is in agreement with the Lande formula 
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gj=gj=  + g*[J(J + 1) - UL + 1) + 5(5 + 1)]/2J(J + 1) + (7.16) 

++ gL[J(J +l)  + UL+\)-S(S+ l)]/2J(J + 1) 

forr L- 1,5 =1/2, and J =1/2. 

7.66 Orthorhombi c symmetry 

Inn the EPR experiments on the Pt center the signs of the principal values of the g-tensor of 

itss spectrum were not determined. In order to treat the most general case the principal values are 

thereforee taken as gn,i,oi =  1.3867, g[i,-i,o] =  1.4266, and g[o,o,i] -  2.0789, giving eight cases to 

bee considered. Solutions for the four unknowns u, v, w, and gh can be obtained in a straightforward 

andd exhaustive manner from the four equations 7.12a, 7.12b, 7.12c, and u2 + v2 + w2 = 1, taking gc 

== 2.0023. An eventual error in the sign of the theoretical expressions, as discussed, does not lead to 

losss of solutions as this can be cancelled by an appropriate error in the sign in the input of g values. 

Quitee many solutions do exist, but applying the selection criterion -1 < #L < 0 only three different 

oness remain. Solutions (u, v, w, gO and (-u, -v, -w, gO distinct only by a phase factor are taken 

onlyy once. The summary of the solutions is given in Table 7.1. The crystal fields and the energy of 

thee state are also given, in a dimensionless form by expressing them in units X'. These parameters 

aree calculated from 

<5tee = + (_ u
2w - v2w - V2.M3 + V2.MV2 + V2.MW^)/2(W + v)(« - v)w, (7.17) 

<Jorr = + V(+ 2M - V2.w)/2(u + v)(« - v), (7.18) 

££ = + (- 2u2w - 2v2w + V2.w3 - V2.HV2 +2^2W)/6(« + v)(« - v)w. (7.19) 
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TableTable 7.1. Parameters for the analysis of the g tensor corresponding to the three existing solutions. 

Labell  1/AvO 2/AHW 3/new 

gxx x 

gyy y 

gzz gzz 

u u 

V V 

w w 

gL gL 

^te e 

Óot Óot 

E E 

Reference e 

-- 1.3867 

-- 1.4266 

-- 2.0789 

++ 0.865 

++ 0.004 

-- 0.503 

-0.731 1 

++ 0.302 

++ 0.007 

-1.013 3 

7.5 5 

++ 1.3867 

-1.4266 6 

-- 2.0789 

++ 0.923 

++ 0.379 

-0.066 6 

-0.066 6 

++ 9.174 

++ 0.519 

-- 3.822 

7.6 6 

-- 1.3867 

++ 1.4266 

-- 2.0789 

++ 0.887 

-0.410 0 

++ 0.211 

-- 0.206 

-3.526 6 

-0.489 9 

++ 0.618 

thiss paper 

Solutionn 1 is the solution as originally proposed by AvO [7.5]. Solution 2 was presented by AHW 

[7.6].. Solution 3 was not earlier reported. All three solutions are mathematically exact. It remains to 

bee decided which solution is physically most relevant. Before starting such a discussion it is worth 

too note that solutions 2 and 3 show the strange feature of yielding opposite signs for the two 

perpendicularr directions [1,1,0] and [1,-1,0]. In view of the near-tetragonal axial symmetry of the 

centerr such a solution is unlikely to be real and to be acceptable. This suggests an opposite splitting 

off  the doublet states for these directions. Such anomalies could occur as the strong crystal fields 

cann quench orbital momentum and change the sign of the g value. Solution 1, characterized by 

muchh weaker crystal fields, does not show this complexity. One is aware that for the JC and y 

directionss the operators Sx = (l/2)(5+ + 5_) and Sy = - (l/2)i(5+ - 5_) mix states from the doublet 

wavee functions \H> and \H*>.  In order to escape from possible inadequacy of the perturbation 
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theoryy a more general wave function including all six basis states can be constructed. To solve the 

6x66 interaction matrix numerical methods will be required. 

7.77 Numerical calculations 

Inn the numerical calculations the most general expression for the wave functions 

\q»\q» = + a(la,+l/2>-il£+l/2>)/V2 + b(\a,+V2>+i\fiM/2>)H2  + d£-l/2> 

++ d(\a,-l/2>+i\p -1/2>)W2 + e(\a-V2>-i\p-l/2>)H2 +/l£+l/2> (7.20) 

hass been used. The Hamiltonian 

HH = H*>  + Hle + H0T + Hmi (7.21) 

includess all interactions. Six energies and six sets of wave function coefficients, i.e., eigenvalues 

andd eigenvectors, follow from diagonalization of the interaction matrix. As the Zeeman energy is 

smalll  compared to crystal field splittings, the solution is still in the form of three pairs of energy 

levels.. From the splitting within pairs the Zeeman energy and g values are derived. Actually, by 

takingg ^B = 1 and IB I = 1 the g value is simply equal to the difference of energies of the levels in the 

pair.. The method is essentially distinct from the previously exercised analytical methods. By 

includingg the magnetic field energy in the Hamiltonian the Zeeman splitting is directly numerically 

computed.. In contrast to the analytical treatment, the numerical method is not based on perturbation 

theory.. None of the equations as given before for g values has to be used. Upon variation of the 

directionn of the magnetic field, levels never coincide. This one can note from the calculations but is 

alsoo known from experiment since g values never become zero. The identification of levels is 

thereforee unambiguous and allows to establish their behavior upon change of parameters 
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individually.. The g values were obtained by subtracting the energy of the lower level in a doublet 

fromm that of the higher level. As a result of this procedure g values were always obtained as 

positive.. Their real signs have to be determined from other considerations. In order to obtain g 

valuess with satisfactory precision the numerical calculations have to be carried out with sufficient 

accuracy. . 

Thee computed g values with rotation of magnetic field B in <100> planes from z *-»  x *-*  y 

«-»» z are shown in figure 7.3(a) for the crystal fields and gL parameters as given in table 7.1, with 

identicall  results, as it should, for the solutions 1, 2, and 3. As the presented calculations are for the 

doublett level with the lowest energy E = -fi-B, the magnetic moments are positive. 

Forr the further characterization of the states expectation values of angular momentum and 

magneticc momentum were calculated as well. Based on a state description by wave function Eq. 

7.200 the angular momentum, for instance, in the z direction is given by 

<J<JZZ>>  = (l/2)(- aa* + 3bb* - cc* + dd* - 3ee* +,#*). (7.22) 

Thee magnetic momentum, also compounded from orbital and spin contributions, is derived to be 

< /̂j>zz = (aa* - bb* -dd* + ee*)giuB - (M2)(aa*  + bb* - cc* -dd*- ee* +ff*)g eftB. (7.23) 

Similar,, somewhat lengthier, expressions were derived for the x and v directions. Their application 

inn the calculation gives results as represented in figures 7.3(b) and 7.3(c), for the solutions 1 (AvO) 

andd 2 (AHW), respectively. The behavior of solution 3 is very similar to that of solution 2. One 

notess from figure 7.3(b) for the AvO analysis that in all directions x, v, and z the angular and 

magneticc momenta are parallel and one concludes to negative g values. Likewise, for the AHW 

parameterss and B in the z direction J and jij are parallel, implying negative gz. In directions x and v 

off  magnetic field the angular momentum vector has changed sign resulting in antiparallel J and pij 

vectorss and consequently positive g values. Apparently in these directions the crystal field has 
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Fig.Fig. 7.3. (a) Angular variation numerically calculated for the g value and for the magnetic 

momentummomentum p in the x, y, and z directions in the ranges z = [0,0, J] «-*  x = [1,0,0], x = [1,0,0] <-> y = 

[0,1,0],[0,1,0], and y - [0,1,0] <-> z = [0,0,1]. (b) Angular variation of the x, y, and z components of the 

angularangular momentum, using parameters of the AvO analysis, (c) Angular variation of the x, y, and z 

componentscomponents of the angular momentum, based on AHW parameters. 
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causedd substantial quenching of orbital momentum and dominant pure spin contributions with 

positivee g factor. In this way the product of principal g values gxxgyygzz is negative, equal to the 

negativee product in the AvO analysis. 

Inn view of the sensitivity of the properties on crystal fields and the discrepancies between 

AvOO and AHW analyses a further exploration of such dependencies can be instructive. For this 

reasonn the relation between the orthorhombic distortion potential and the anisotropy has been 

examinedd more explicitly. The principal g tensor components were calculated taking the parameters 

<5u.. and gL from table 7.1 and treating tüu as a variable. Figure 7.4 shows the principal g values 

whereass figure 7.5 gives in larger resolution the orthorhombic anisotropy gxx - gyy. One notes the 

tremendouss differences in behavior of the AvO and AHW descriptions. 

Inn the AvO model the anisotropy gxx - gyy is proportional to the orthorhombic field. For 

zeroo field both gxx and gyy assume the average value - 1.4066. The orthorhombic distortion 

measuredd by the anisotropy in g value is nearly equal to the anisotropy in field, e.g., for the 

parameterss from table 7.1, (gyy - £M)/[(gxx + gyy)/2] = 0.028 whereas SJStc = 0.024. The behavior 

closelyy matches the expectations of a model in which the center is formed from a tetragonal 

geometryy with an additional slight further distortion towards orthorhombic. An often observed 

empiricall  rule of constant trace upon distortion from a high symmetry towards lower symmetry is 

welll  obeyed. The trace Tr(g) = g„  + g  ̂ + gzz of the platinum center does not change in its 

distortionn from tetragonal towards the actual orthorhombic symmetry Tr(g) = - 4.8922. Even its 

tracee in averaged cubic symmetry, Tr(g) = - ge + 4gi = - 4.9258, see equation 7.15, is remarkably 

equal.. According to the numerical calculations for <5or = 0, the axial tetragonal center has g tensor 

withh gu = - 2.0789 and  = - 1.4066. These values are entirely consistent with Eqs 7.13 of the 

analyticall  treatment for the value 0 = - 30.2°. The computed tensor is irreconcilable with equations 

7.14,, confirming their invalidity. 

Onn comparing figures 7.4(a) and 7.4(b), 7.5(a) and 7.5(b), one notes that several of these 

featuress are different in the AHW solution. Here, the distortion of a tetragonal center with gu = -
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2.11311 and  = - 0.0241 creates the orthorhombic center with gxx = + 1.3867, gyy = + 1.4266, and 

gzigzi = - 2.0789. Unlike case AvO, the distortion is accompanied by a large change of the trace of the 

gg tensor. More importantly, the orthorhombic anisotropy as measured by gyy - g*x hardly depends 

onn the orthorhombic crystal field. Even, the measured anisotropy decreases slightly for more 

distortion.. The g tensor appears not to be related to the structure of the center. 

Inn experiments the dependence of the g values on the local symmetry of the Pt center has 

beenn investigated by the application of uniaxial stress [7.12, 7.13]. Static stresses up to 16 MPa 

weree applied resulting in g shifts as large as 0.008 for the most sensitive experimental configuration 

[7.13].. No deviations from linearity were reported. Experimental data were analyzed adopting the 

usuall  assumption of a linear relationship between stress o or strain e and the shifts 6g of the g 

valuess by 

6gg = Fe, (7.24) 

usingg a strain coupling matrix F in contracted Voigt notation. In favorable cases distortion and g 

shiftss can be quantitatively correlated on the basis of a crystal-field model [7.14]. In the 

orthorhombicc distortion the shifts of gxx and gyy are related to the strain following Eq. 7.24 by 

ögxxx = F\e™ + F4eyy (7.25) 

and d 

Sgyyy = F2exx + F5eyy, (7.26) 

givingg the anisotropy 

5(gx**  - gyy) = (F, - F2yXx + (F4 - F5)eyy. (7.27) 
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Thee undistorted tetragonal center is characterized by e*x - eyy = 0 and gxx = gyy. For the 

orthorhombicc distortion the strains are related by eM = - eyy and give the anisotropy 

gxxx - gyy = (Fi -F2-F4 + F5)exx. (7.28) 

Onee notes that the proportionality of gxx - gyy with orthorhombic distortion matches the behavior 

basedd on analysis 1. Defect parameters from analysis 2 give the more complex behavior not 

supportedd by the experiments. 

Onn basis of the vacancy model a low localization of the hole on Pt is predicted. 

Consequentlyy solution 2 with TV2 = - gL = 0.066 « 1 is preferred. However, gt = - 0.73 for 

solutionn 1 is not essentially different from the accepted unique solution gL = - 0.40 for the iso-

electronicc center Si:Au [7.4]. This argument does not seem to be decisive. 

7.88 Vacancy model 

Thee preceding discussion has used a spin-Hamiltonian formalism, with operators acting on 

basiss functions lmL,ms> belonging to p orbitals with L = 1 and 5 = 1/2. The treatment provides 

mathematicallyy unambiguous results but the physical significance of the quantities is suppressed. 

Moree physical depth can be obtained in the analysis using a precise atomic structure model, such as 

thee vacancy model as described in the AHW paper, and referred to in the Introduction. In the model 

hybridizedd orbitals between d orbitals on the platinum atom with sp3 dangling-bond orbitals on the 

nearest-neighborr silicon ligands form the basis for discussion. With the geometry defined by the 

atomm positions for Pt at (0,0,0) and the silicon ligands at (+1,+1,-1), (+1,-1,+1), (-1,+1,+1), and (-

1,-1,-1)) for the four silicon atoms labeled a, b, c, and d, respectively, the dangling bond orbitals 

pointingg into vacancy space are specified by 
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sp\a)sp\a) = (l/2)[+ 5(a) -px(a) -py{a) + pz(a)l (7.29a) 

sp\b)sp\b) = (l/2)[+ s(b) - px(b) + py(b) - pmi (7.29b) 

sp\c)sp\c) = (l/2)[+ s(c) + p,(c) -py(c) -Pz{c)l (7.29c) 

sp\d)sp\d) = (l/2)[+ s(d) +Px(d) +py(d) +Pz(d)]. (7.29d) 

Thee hybrid orbitals M(t2i)vac + Â (t2i)pt in the symmetrized form for the T2 triplet state are 

(t2x)hybb = + (1/2)M[(- sp\a) - sp\b) + sp\c) + sp\d)] + Ny(0)z(0), (7.30a) 

(t2y)hybb = + (1/2)M[(- sp\a) + sp\b) - sp\c) + sp\d)] + Nz(0)x(0), (7.30b) 

(t2z)hybb = + (1/2)M[(+ sp\a) - sp\b) - sp\c) + sp3(d)] + JVx(0)y(0). (7.30c) 

Matrixelementss representing interactions expressed by a hamiltonian H are given by 

<a2i)hybi#l(f2j)hyb>> = + M 2<(f 2 i)vacl / / I(f2j)vac> + Ar 2<(f 2 i )pt |^ ( f2 j )p t>, ( 7 . 3 1) 

withh /, j = x, y, or z, in an approximation which neglects overlap energies of order 

MAk(f2i)vacl#l(f2j)pt>> between platinum and vacancy orbitals. The approximation implies the 

platinumm and neighbor silicon atoms to be independent non-bonded entities and may be considered 

ass quite drastic. Upon evaluation of matrixelements in (7.31) one finds all matrixelements for the 

vacancyy orbitals to vanish. In detail, <(/2i)vacl#K?2j)vac> = 0 for tetragonal field Hie = Jtó(2/3 - Lz), 

orthorhombicc field Hm = A<x(L? - Ly
2), and the orbital angular momentum operators L*, Ly, and Lz. 

Examinationn reveals that the result follows from cancellation between various contributions for 
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thesee <111> directed orbitals adopted in cubic symmetry. It leads to the remarkable conclusion that 

thee vacancy orbitals do not play a role in this evaluation of the vacancy model, rather all energies 

andd wave functions depend on the platinum interactions. In the actual orthorhombic symmetry the 

danglingg bond orbitals will be tilted away from <111> directions and the vacancy contributions are 

noo longer strictly vanishing. The contribution can be included in the spin-orbit interaction by a term 

gLL = «A/2, with a small value for a. It is the distinguishing characteristic of the vacancy model that 

thee localization N2 on the platinum atom is small, ideally N2 ~ 0. In summary, therefore, the two 

termss on the right side of Eq. (7.31) are small and the two corrections to them, i.e., the overlap 

energyy between nearest-neighbor platinum and silicon atoms and the orbital momentum on the 

ligandss due to distortion, are ignored. In spite of its attractiveness, the vacancy model may suffer 

fromm inaccurate determination of the parameters. In the standard vacancy model N2<(t2i)pi\H\(t2j)pi> 

iss taken as the leading term. Matrixelements for the d orbitals on platinum are equal in magnitude 

too those for corresponding p states, used as basis states in the foregoing analysis, except for an 

oppositee sign. Within the vacancy model the matrixelements related to orbital magnetic energy in 

equationn (7.6) are obtained by taking gL=- N2. Restriction of the active region of the center to the 

platinumm atom only, requires re-evaluation of the expectation values of orbital angular momentum. 

Theree appear no changes in the pure spin contributions associated with operator 5. For the z 

directionn one obtains <JZ> = <L Z> +  <SZ>, with 

<L<L ZZ>>  = +  gL(- aa* + bb* + dd* - ee*), (7.32a) 

<5Z>> = + (l/2)(+ aa* + bb* - cc* - dd* - ee* +#"). (7.32b) 

Thesee expressions based on the vacancy model wave function replace equation (7.22) based on the 

spinn Hamiltonian formalism with pure p states. Using the expressions (7.32), and similar ones for 

thee x and y directions, gives results as illustrated by figure 7.6 for the AHW solution. It is 

concludedd from the result that due to the small value of g  ̂ the expectation value of orbital 
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momentumm nearly vanishes. The center behaves more typically as a pure spin center with a 

negativee <Jj> in all principal directions and g values close to ge. Actual g values calculated for the 

AHWW solution by gxx = - <p.x>l<J*>,  cyclic, are gxx - + 2.0120, gyy - + 1.9800, and ga = + 1.9156. 

Inn the AvO solution quite similar results are obtained though the presence of more orbital 

momentumm leads to larger deviations of the g values from ge. The calculated values are gxx = + 

1.2170,, gyy = + 1.2256, and g  ̂- + 1.3124. For both the AHW and AvO solutions the sign of the 

productt gwgyygzz is positive. 
[001]]  [100] [010] [001] 

r r 
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00 90 90 0 
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Fig.Fig. 7.6. Angular variation numerically computed for the x, y, and z components of the angular 

momentum,momentum, based on the vacancy model and using parameters of the AHW solution. 

7.99 Hyperfine interaction 

Inn the spectrum of platinum in silicon the hyperfine interaction with the isotope l95Pt, with 

thee nuclear spin / = 1/2 and natural abundance of 33.8 %, is well resolved. The interaction is 

includedd in the spin Hamiltonian by the energy term 

HH = A^SJ%+AyySyIy+AzzSJZ. (7.33) 
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Fromm the angular dependence of hyperfine structure the constants were determined as IAXXI = 

148X10"44 cm"1, Wyyl = 186x10"̂  cm"1 and IAZZI = 127X10"4 cm"1, [7.13]. Hyperfine energies are 

givenn to first order by terms like Aeffmi, with for platinum m\ =  1/2. As in the experiment one 

cannott distinguish between the m\ - + 1/2 and m\ = - 1/2 levels, the sign of hyperfine interaction 

constantss is not known. 

Inn the analysis of hyperfine data, three contributions of this interaction of the magnetic 

nucleuss in the field of the electron are considered. One of them involves the electron orbital 

momentt and is of type L I . A second interaction is the direct dipole-dipole energy of electron and 

nuclearr spins, of type (I-r)(Sr). Finally, an SI type contact interaction is included. Although the 

wavee function itself, being essentially of d type, has no probability density on the site of the Pt 

nucleus,, this term is still required to account for polarization of inner core electrons in s states by 

thee existing spin. For this last term, the AHW expressions are given as 

Acon
xxx = Ac(2Mv-w2), (7.34a) 

AAconcon
yyyy=A=Acc(2uv(2uv + yv2), (7.34b) 

and d 

AAconcon
aa = Ac(l-2w2). (7.34c) 

Addingg the terms, the trace of the contact interaction becomes 

A™**A™**  + A^yy + v4con
zz = Ac( 1 - 2v? + 4uv). (7.35) 

This,, however, is a remarkable result as the change of contact energy by the ad hoc introduced 

interactionn «5(r)SI, is not expected to depend on the specific form of the wave function, represented 
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byy coefficients u, v, and w. On examination of the mathematical forms of Eqs 7.34a, b and c, one 

observess that the given expressions do not satisfy the required consistencies upon permutation of 

coordinatee axes, in the same way as observed for the g tensor expressions Eqs 7.9a, b, and c. 

Specifically,, change of the sign of wave function coefficient v by the transformation v' = - v, 

implyingg the interchange of JC and v axes, leads to the result A"00"™ = - Acon
yy and A,con

yy = - Acon
xx. 

Thee same sign change also occurs for the orbital and dipole-dipole formula. This implies that in the 

AHWW paper the analysis of hyperfine data has effectively been performed with opposite signs for 

thee two perpendicular parameters Axx and Ayy. Upon change of sign for Acon
xx, the trace of the 

contactt interaction tensor becomes 

A con
xx+Acon

yy+A con
zzz = Ac, (7.36) 

whichh is the more appealing model-independent result. Having adjusted the expressions to 

introducee the x «-*  y consistency, still an inconsistency is left of the Adip formula with regard to the x 

«-»» z and y «-»• z permutations. This can be traced to be due to the use by AHW of an expression 

whichh deviates from the standard expression for dipole-dipole interaction [7.15]. For clarity, the 

expressionss used in the present analysis are as follows. For the contact interaction the sign of 

componentt Acon
xx is reversed, leading to 

Acon
xxx = + Acfw2 - 2KV), (7.37a) 

Acon
yyy = + Ac(v^ + 2KV), (7.37b) 

Acon
zzz = + AC(H2 + v2 - w1). (7.37c) 

Similarly,, for the orbital interaction the sign of component Aorb
xx is reversed yielding 
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A^A  ̂ = + 2<2.Pgiiu - v)w, (7.38a) 

Awb
xxx = + 2<2.Pgl{u + v)u>, (7.38b) 

AAotbotb
zzzz = -2PgL(u

2-v2). (7.38c) 

Forr the dipole-dipole interaction a more substantial change is introduced to eliminate all 

inconsistenciess upon the permutations of coordinate axis directions, with the result 

A^A^pp
xxxx = + (PN2/7)(6u2 + 2w* + 2uv - 3^l2.uw - 3V2.vw), (7.39a) 

A^yyA^yy = + (/W2/7)(6w2 + 2W2- 2uv - 2><2MW + 3V2.vw), (7.39b) 

A^A ẑzzz = + (PN2/l)(2u2 + 2v2 + W - 6V2.MW). (7.39c) 

Withh these expressions the experimental data on hyperfine interaction can be analyzed. A 

straightforwardd approach is to take the wave functions as determined by the analysis of the g 

tensor,, i.e., the coefficients u, v, and w from table 7.1, and solve the equations 7.37 to 7.39 linear in 

thee unknowns Ac, gu and #2. For the hyperfine constants Axx, Ayy, and A  ̂ all possible sign 

combinationss can be taken and eight solutions are obtained. It turns out that, neither for the AvO or 

AHWW set of parameters, a solution exists satisfying the requirements 0 < N2 < 1 and - 1 < gL < 0. 

Somee compromise appears to be necessary and can be found by treating the center as axial. In this 

approximationn v = 0 and coefficients u and w are taken from the solutions with 8  ̂ = 0. Putting 

furtherr gL = - N2 and taking P = 2(jJo)gtif£B/to<r~3> = 425x10"* cm-1 [7.6], one can solve the two 

linearr equations in the unknowns Ac and N2 for the experimental data An =  127X10"4 cm-1 and Ai 

==  167x10"^ cm"'. Both for the AvO and AHW sets of parameters two mathematically exact 

solutionss are found satisfying 0 < N2 < 1. These are given in table 7.2. In order to produce a 
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hyperfinee tensor of the lower orthorhombic symmetry one can take the liberty of changing the u, v 

andd w parameters. Starting from the axial symmetry, this procedure easily leads to several sets of 

parameterss exactly producing the experimental numbers. Some of the results are given in table 7.2, 

whichh includes as well the calculated components for corresponding g tensors. It can be concluded 

thatt the description is capable of providing exact matches to the experimental hyperfine interaction 

tensor.. However, it has required a deviation from the parameters found for the g tensor. Only for 

TableTable 7.2. Parameters for the analysis of the hyperfine interaction in the approximation of 

tetragonaltetragonal symmetry and for the true orthorhombic symmetry, corresponding to solutions 1 and 2 

ofof table 7.1. Components for the corresponding g tensors are also given. Parameters Ac, A^, Ayy, 

andand Azz are in units KX4 cm1. 

Solutionn 1/AvO Solution 2/AHW 

Tetragonall Rhombic Tetragonal Rhombic Tetragonal Rhombic Tetragonal Rhombic 

++ 0.864 

0 0 

-0.504 4 

-240 0 

++ 0.243 

++ 167 

++ 167 

++ 127 

-- 0.805 

-- 0.805 

-- 1.352 

++ 0.862 

++ 0.059 

-- 0.504 

-238 8 

++ 0.243 

++ 186 

++ 148 

++ 127 

-0.581 1 

-1.032 2 

-1.346 6 

++ 0.864 

0 0 

-- 0.503 

-1387 7 

++ 0.553 

++ 167 

++ 167 

-127 7 

-1.186 6 

-1.186 6 

-1.815 5 

++ 0.864 

++ 0.009 

-0.503 3 

-1387 7 

++ 0.553 

++ 186 

++ 148 

-127 7 

-1.149 9 

-1.222 2 

-1.815 5 

++ 0.997 

0 0 

++ 0.073 

-491 1 

++ 0.659 

++ 167 

++ 167 

++ 127 

++ 0.124 

++ 0.124 

-- 3.292 

++ 0.997 

++ 0.017 

++ 0.073 

-491 1 

++ 0.659 

++ 186 

++ 148 

++ 127 

++ 0.191 

++ 0.058 

-- 3.292 

++ 0.997 

0 0 

++ 0.073 

-753 3 

++ 0.664 

++ 167 

++ 167 

-127 7 

++ 0.125 

++ 0.125 

-- 3.302 

++ 0.997 

++ 0.012 

++ 0.073 

-753 3 

++ 0.664 

++ 186 

++ 148 

-127 7 

++ 0.170 

++ 0.080 

-- 3.302 

u u 

V V 

w w 

Ac c 

N-N-

A, , 

A A 

g*X X 

£yy y 

gzz z 

yy y 
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thee parameters presented in column 4 still a reasonable agreement with the actual g tensor exists. 

Thee simultaneous exact match to both g and A tensors with one set of parameters has not been 

achieved. . 

7.99 Conclusion 

Ann analysis has been presented of the Zeeman splitting and hyperfine interaction being the 

mostt prominent terms in the spin Hamiltonian of the substitutional platinum impurity in silicon. 

Thee electronic structure of the center has been examined in greater depth than before by explicitly 

consideringg angular and magnetic moments of states, with consequences for the signs of g values, 

andd by carrying out the analyses both by analytical and numerical methods on equal footing. Three 

setss of parameters were found to be in agreement with the experimental g tensor. The product of the 

threee principal g values depends on the model used in the analysis. The validity of the expression 

previouslyy used for the g tensor in axial symmetry was confirmed. As a specific verification, the 

internall consistency of the formula giving the components of g and A tensors upon permutation of 

coordinatee axis directions was examined and required changes were implemented. All of the 

conclusionss reported in the earlier paper by Ammerlaan and van Oosten [7.5] are confirmed to be 

valid.. In contrast, clear discrepancies exist with some of the conclusions presented in the paper by 

Anderson,, Ham, and Watkins [7.6]. The present analysis does not provide justification for the claim 

thatt the AHW solution with small localization on the platinum atom is the one with most physical 

reality.. The issues of controversy should form the subject of further fundamental investigations. 

Fromm the experiment, this could include the direct determination of signs of g values. From the 

theory,, the derivation of a very accurate wave function, including spin, could reliably describe the 

densityy distribution of spin and charge in the center. 
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